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“All my life
I was going to
do the very best
I can. I never
wanted to be
mediocre.”

COMMUNITY COMES
TOGETHER TO PAINT
INTERSECTION
When IN:SITE researched locations
for art, one that begged for attention is the intersection at Fond
du Lac and Locust. A wide, low
railroad overpass makes it dark
and oppressive. In other major cities, from New York to Los Angeles,
artists have painted intersections
with lively designs. This has not
been done in Milwaukee before,
and IN:SITE reached out to the
Department of Public Works to see
if it would be possible. The DPW
was enthusiastic about the idea
and assisted with all the details.
The DPW forwarded a Milwaukee
Common Council resolution to
shut down this major intersection
for one Sunday. It passed unanimously.
		One of the reasons it passed
with no opposition is due to the
artist involved. Reginald Baylor is
one of the most prominent artists in the city and received a
2012 Outstanding Artist of the
Year award from the Milwaukee

Arts Board. Art of Baylor’s generally sells for over $20,000. Baylor
donated his design and says, “I’m
honored to have my first public
art project with IN:SITE.”
		 Two Wisconsin companies
came forward with significant
discounts. Jonco Industries in
Milwaukee cut a huge stencil
that was taped down to mark the
design in the intersection. General
Finishes in East Troy provided all
the special Milk Paint.
		How do you paint an intersection in just one day? With many
volunteers. IN:SITE thanks inmates
from Felmers Chaney Correctional
Center, residents of Capuchin
Apartments, volunteers from
Alverno College, and youths from
Urban DeVersion for their help.
		All the people painting had the
loss of Malik Holt in their hearts.
Holt, a talented elementary
school teacher in his twenties,
was killed in a car accident at this
intersection in 2003.

SHERMAN PARK COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
COLLABORATION WITH IN:SITE CONTINUES
“Art on Fond du Lac” celebrates the third
time IN:SITE has collaborated with Sherman
Park Community Association. In 2008 IN:SITE
mounted two six-month temporary public art
projects. In 2011 SPCA helped organize having art on the boarded doors and windows of
eight houses in the Hadley Terrace neighborhood. This year IN:SITE has multiple art projects
happening in Sherman Park.
		 Most prominently art has come right to SPCA
at 3526 W. Fond du Lac Avenue. Lead artist
Robert Byrd has painted the exterior with colorful patterns.
		IN:SITE anticipates his “Life is Free” installa-

tion will advance Byrd’s career.
Byrd, 29, lives nearby and is the
seventh child of thirteen children,
raised by a single mother in poor
health. At times his house was “a
battleground for survival.” Although
he does not have a college education, Byrd seeks to know and understand everything and everyone.
“I have always been inspired from
within,” says Byrd.
		A new element inside the SPCA building is
an “Exchange Gallery.” Lead artists Erin Dorbin
and Byrd have opened a time exchange and

art gallery. Dorbin explains that a
time exchange is “a way to provide
resource sharing.” It is bartering expanded to the entire neighborhood.
People can post offers and requests
on a big area map. Dorbin asks,
“What talents do you have to share
with your neighbors? What skills do
you need to improve the neighborhood?”
Both Byrd and Dorbin have
created their own fashion lines. They are selling their clothing, along with the art of others,
inside the “Exchange Gallery.”

Neighborhood improvement
development corporation
FUNDS CHANGE
by Sam Leichtling, Program Director

The City of Milwaukee
Neighborhood Improvement
Development Corporation is
pleased to partner with IN:SITE,
Sherman Park Community
Association, and Johnsons Park
Neighborhood Association for “Art
on Fond du Lac.” This project is a
great example of how residents,
community organizations, and city
government can work together to
beautify one of the city’s major streets. Through the Healthy
Neighborhoods Initiative and the

Community Improvement Project
program, NIDC is able to provide
financial assistance to neighborhood groups and residents who
are working on implementing
creative strategies such as this one
to improve the physical appearance of their neighborhood and
increase neighborhood
engagement.
“Art on Fond du Lac” does a
tremendous job of leveraging
private funding and community
resources to make this pubic art

and community engagement
initiative a reality. If other
neighborhood groups would
like to learn more about
NIDC programs, or explore
implementing a Community
Improvement Project of their
own, they should visit http://city.
milwaukee.gov/NIDC. Projects
require at least a dollar for
dollar match for all grant funds
requested from NIDC, further
leveraging resources for city
neighborhoods.

VISIT
POP-UP
GALLERY
IN:SITE encourages going
to 1300A W. Fond du Lac,
where Express Yourself
Milwaukee (EYM) installed a
pop-up gallery in the garden
at Running Rebels. EYM uses
art to transform the lives
of 800 urban youth every
year and has partnered
with Running Rebels since
2007, adding therapeutic
art programming to the
many services it offers young
people in Milwaukee.

YOUR
GUIDE
TO
Opens June 29, 2013
17th to 37th Street
Along Fond du Lac Ave.

OPENING Day
EVENTS
Saturday, June 29th
1:00 and 2:00 Fondy Farmers
Market, 2200 W. Fond du Lac
Avenue
Wild Space Dance Company
performances with youths from
North Division Boys & Girls Club
and the student dance company Swag Prep. See dance and
pick out fresh produce!
3:00-6:00 Johnsons Park
Neighborhood Association will
help IN:SITE host “Art in the Park”
at 1919 W. Fond du Lac Avenue
3:30 “Out To Lunch—the Fresh
Food Variety Show” celebrates
the urban garden movement by
Milwaukee Public Theatre
4:15 “A Midnight Cry: The
Underground Railroad to
Freedom” gives a sneak peak of
the First Stage play
5:00 A drumming and dance
program arranged by IN:SITE
lead artist George Jones
In addition, there will be
Milwaukee Public Theatre workshops, food stands from the
Wormfarm Institute, and tables
with demonstrations and information.
IN:SITE is an arts organization
fostering the creation of temporary public art that reflects
the unique qualities of a specific place.
Since 2006 it
has curated,
managed,
promoted, and maintained projects that highlight how art and
infrastructure needs can dovetail. http://insitemilwaukee.org

Greetings!
Since the 1850s, when Fond du Lac Avenue was a
plank road, it has been a major city artery. In order to
respond to its past and present, IN:SITE took a year to
plan the “Art on Fond du Lac” initiative, meeting with
neighborhood, business, and government representatives, as well as conducting a survey.
The art along twenty blocks of Fond du Lac, from
17th to 37th Street, will be in place from June of 2013
until April of 2014. The goal of the art and opening
events is to bring attention to this vital corridor.
Nine lead artists created “Art on Fond du Lac.”
For three, Robert Byrd, George Jones, and Laci
Coppins, they have roots in this neighborhood. For
Reginald Baylor, Paul Peck, and Chelsea Wait, it will
be their first public art projects. Annushka Peck and
Joseph R. Reeves bring their prior experience with
IN:SITE to activate challenging sites.

JOHNSONS PARK:
HOW the art STARTED
After IN:SITE mounted its first temporary public art project at 35th
Street and North in the spring of
2006, a pattern developed. People
would see the art and then invite
IN:SITE to come to their neighborhoods.
	In March of last year, Tony
Gibson, chairman of Johnsons Park
Neighborhood Association, approached IN:SITE to do a project in
the Johnsons Park area, including
in Johnsons Park itself. In 1842, the
park was part of Samuel Brown’s
farm, where escaped slave
Caroline Quarlls stayed, marking
the beginning of the Underground

TOUR FOND
DU LAC
These twenty blocks of Fond
du Lac hold a lot of rich history.
Sherman Park resident Geoff
Grohowski researched sixteen tour
Activities
for
KIDS!

SUNDAY, JUNE 30
at the Fondy
Farmers Market F R E S H
11am — 5pm P R O D U C E !
Food
Trucks

This newsletter has two functions:
1) 	It has information about the installations and
opening weekend events.
2)	If you open up the newsletter, there is a mapshowing the locations of all the art, with lead artist
statements, plus a list of sponsors and site hosts.
	It would take an entire page to thank all the people who participated in making “Art on Fond du Lac”
possible. However, these individuals deserve special
notes of appreciation:
—Mayor Tom Barrett for understanding placemaking
as an important component of city planning.
—Common Council President Willie Hines, and
Aldermen Nik Kovac, Michael Murphy, and Willie
Wade for their letters of support and sponsorship of the
resolution that allowed for the intersection painting.
—County Supervisors David Bowen, Michael Mayo,
and Russell Stamper for ensuring county participation.
— IN:SITE project planners
Pegi Christiansen, Amy Mangrich, and Ashley Janke

2200 W.
Fond
du Lac
Avenue

Art from four neighborhood areas across Milwaukee will showcase over
100 vendors and provide communication between artists, neighbors,
and communities. Find more information at
http://mkeneighborhoodartfair.com

Railroad in Wisconsin.
The farm harbored dislocated
slaves on their way to freedom,
and one hundred years later, dislocation became an issue again. In
the 1960s, the Milwaukee County
Expressway Commission purchased homes for a proposed Park
Freeway West. Although the homes
in the park were razed, Sherman
Park Community Association,
founded in 1970, took a leading
role in halting the freeway construction in 1977.
This summer Milwaukee County
Parks is constructing a new pavilion at Johnsons Park, a major step,

stops (see the map inside) and
found fascinating information and
archival photographs.
During the opening events on
June 29th and 30th, you can sign
up to take walking tours at the
IN:SITE table. The tours will cover
important spaces, buildings, and
people. To give just one example,
the founders of Columbia Savings
& Loan Association (tour stop 15
at 2000 W. Fond du Lac Avenue)
were in business for ten years before they made any money. Wilber
and Ardie Halyard wanted African
Americans to be able to own their
own homes. The couple participated equally in the business and
in the community.
	You can also go to IN:SITE and
Historic Milwaukee Inc.’s websites
to take self-guided tours. On the
Historic Milwaukee Inc. website,
you can access information about

in coordination with the Center
for Resilient Cities, to improve the
park.
	Lead artist Annushka Peck’s
installation at Johnsons Park,
“Looking to a Place Beyond,” references the Underground Railroad.
Peck notes, “When people move
and uproot their lives to relocate,
their motivation is borne on the
hope of finding, or being able to
build, a better circumstance. This
hope carried the slaves from the
South, guided by the constellation
Ursa Major and the code of quilts
laid out on fences.”
	IN:SITE invites people to
Johnsons Park during this summer
of rebuilding, especially for “Art
in the Park,” from 3-6 pm on June
29th. (See details with “Opening
Day Events.”)

special Fond du Lac tours taking
place during the summer and fall.

Van Ells Drug Store, built in 1903 at 2652
W. Fond du Lac Avenue, is one of the
street’s most significant buildings.
Credit: Historic Photo Collection/
Milwaukee Public Library
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Serendipitously, this functions similarly to the
way Woods’ words were heightened by the
zest of her personality, the warmth of her
presence, and the sincerity of her devotion.
CHELSEA WAIT
“The Color Within Shines Bright”

17TH ST

My patterns consist of leaf-like shapes of color
enclosed within dark, flowing curves to evoke
what we popularly perceive as feminine:
emotional, loving, intuitive, and colorful.
However, feminine does not mean
female, it is shared by all.
These patterns are painted
onto doors and windows. These
are where the exterior and the
interior meet and blend together. The interior is often where we
look for feminine qualities. Yet
by placing these sinuous, intense
paintings on the public face of
the buildings, I am breaking the
rule that the feminine is private. I
turn the feminine into a structure, with
curving yet crisp lines, merging the two
into a new order.
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MATERIALS AND IN-KIND SPONSORS
Reginald Baylor donated his design
Bliffert Lumber and Fuel
Berntsen International, Inc.
Empire Level Manufacturing
Corporation
General Finishes
Jonco Industries
First Stage
Milwaukee Public Theatre
Wild Space Dance Company
Historic Milwaukee, Inc.
Capuchin Apartments
Felmers O. Chaney Correctional Center
Milwaukee Community Service Corps
Safe & Sound
Urban DeVersion
Donnelly Chiropractic
Pizza Shuttle
Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
Alverno College intern Jean Smith and
volunteers
Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design
intern Elise Thomm
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
School of Architecture and Urban
Planning interns Andrew Carlson and
Pa Phouala Vang
IN:SITE advisor Sara Daleiden
NJ Unaka from ReThink Factory
Lauren Zimmermann
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ANNUSHKA PECK
“Looking to a Place Beyond”
The area now known as Johnsons Park has
a deep history and connection to the past.
Once a stop on the Underground Railroad
and later a nexus between highway development and neighborhood
resistance, the Johnsons
Park neighborhood is now
gathering resources after
years of job and home
loss. In “Looking to a Place
Beyond,” the houses, along
with the quilt patterns
and arrangement of
elements in the form
of the “Drinking
Gourd” constellation, serve as
metaphors for
the events that
shaped and currently work to form
communities. This piece is an invitation
to gather, to share, and to build.
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Fondy Food Center
Gorman & Company
Milwaukee County
Seaway Bank and Trust Company
Columbia Savings & Loan Association
Creative Alliance Milwaukee

SITE HOSTS
Sherman Park Senior Living Center
Sherman Park Community Association
Staple Brothers Paint & Hardware Store
Milwaukee County Transit System
City of Milwaukee Department of Public
Works
ABC Liquor
TJ Auto
Milwaukee Community Service Corps
Curative Care Network, Inc.
Redevelopment Authority of the City of
Milwaukee
Fondy Farmers Market
Milwaukee Mall
Best Buy Furniture
Johnson Park Lofts
Milwaukee County Parks
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The most
powerful
role individuals
can hold
is parmilwaukee area
ticipattime exchange
ing in the
process that
determines
the look, feel,
and character of the
place where they live. The “Exchange
Gallery” provides a neighborhood hub coordinating resident exchanges on a faceto-face level where they have proven to be
consistent, supportive, and long lasting.

Inspired by the quote “Do something
constructive to help other people” by
Milwaukee journalist Mattiebelle Woods,
my goal for this project was to construct a
functional sculpture that houses a yearround urban farming system. This sculpture/greenhouse exhibits
multiple ways to
repurpose commonly discarded
materials,
grow organic
vegetables,
and harvest
rain and solar
energy.
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GEORGE JONES
“The Green Urban Flow Space”
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My goal was
to display a
visual language that
will spark
the imagination
of the
youth
that
live and play
in the Fond
Du Lac Avenue
community. My design
highlights some of the common denominators in the surrounding neighborhood. These
include but are not limited to health, safety, economics, development, education, peace, history, access, and most
importantly neighbors. These common
denominators are integrated into a
depiction of a choo-choo train underneath a railroad viaduct.
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The experience of life has always been free.
We become attached to desires and this
takes us out of balance and creates limitations. We can learn to detach and feel life in
its purest, immutable, nonresistant state.
My attention to detail,
patterns, and texture connects
with people’s
imaginations
and presents
their ideals
in a physical
form.

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
City of Milwaukee
Neighborhood
Improvement
Development
Corporation
Marketplace
Business
Improvement
District #32
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ROBERT BYRD and ERIN DORBIN
“Life is Free”
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My aspirations in this project
were to introduce the community to
individuals connected to Sherman Park
Senior Living Center and the Curative Care
Network. My images document people’s
stories and experiences through their personal objects. I elected to photograph items
or moments that are often overlooked or
ignored. The images are somewhat distorted
when viewed as individual panels, yet simultaneously offer a glimpse into the documented state of experience.

LOCUST

This project highlights short, lively quotes from
Milwaukee’s “First Lady of the Black Press,”
the ever-charismatic Mattiebelle Woods. I
used colorful patterns in conjunction with
her well-known expressions to portray the
dynamic persona of Woods and refer to her
reverence for fashion, flair, the Milwaukee
social scene, and the community at large. The patterns
are visual cues to lead
viewers through the
various spaces
and quotes.
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“Mattiebelle’s Word on the Street”
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“Exchange
Gallery”

In exploring the community along
Fond du Lac, I am reminded of a
1956 speech by Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. He said, “We are a
chain. We are linked together.”
In looking at the Fondy Farmers
Market, Walnut Way, and Alice’s
Garden, I see the interconnections
not as linear, but multifaceted, giving life to a community greater than
the sum of its parts.
For “Biopoesis” I returned to the sacred
geometry of nature to make forms that resemble vines, roots, flashes of lightening, the
branches of trees, and the human figure. I
imagined this life extending itself to inaccessible places, climbing walls, and reaching
toward the sun.
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Sherman Park Senior
Living, originally 		
Peckham
Junior High School
Sherman Park
Community Association
Felmers O. Chaney
Correctional Center
Kilbourn State Bank
building
Wisconsin Black Historical
Society/Museum
Subway, originally Van
Ells Drug Store
Center Street Library
Jefferson Hall building
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Business Improvement District
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9 C
 apuchin Apartments
10 Tabernacle Community
Baptist Church (2500
West Medford Avenue)
11 Satin Doll’s Lounge
12 Fondy Farmers Market
13 Seaway Bank and Trust
Company, originally
Badger State Bank
14 Bethel Baptist Church
15 Columbia Savings &
Loan Association
16 Johnsons Park
To take a self-guided
tour, go to http://
insitemilwaukee.org/fond or
http://historicmilwaukee.org

With encouragement from the City of Milwaukee Neighborhood Improvement Development
Corporation, IN:SITE approached community partners along twenty blocks of Fond du Lac
Avenue to participate in a yearlong temporary public art initiative. The art will be in place from
June 2013 through April 2014. The nine lead artists for “Art on Fond du Lac” created projects to
reflect the unique qualities of this critical city artery. http://insitemilwaukee.org/fond
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“All my life
I was going to
do the very best
I can. I never
wanted to be
mediocre.”

COMMUNITY COMES
TOGETHER TO PAINT
INTERSECTION
When IN:SITE researched locations
for art, one that begged for attention is the intersection at Fond
du Lac and Locust. A wide, low
railroad overpass makes it dark
and oppressive. In other major cities, from New York to Los Angeles,
artists have painted intersections
with lively designs. This has not
been done in Milwaukee before,
and IN:SITE reached out to the
Department of Public Works to see
if it would be possible. The DPW
was enthusiastic about the idea
and assisted with all the details.
The DPW forwarded a Milwaukee
Common Council resolution to
shut down this major intersection
for one Sunday. It passed unanimously.
		One of the reasons it passed
with no opposition is due to the
artist involved. Reginald Baylor is
one of the most prominent artists in the city and received a
2012 Outstanding Artist of the
Year award from the Milwaukee

Arts Board. Art of Baylor’s generally sells for over $20,000. Baylor
donated his design and says, “I’m
honored to have my first public
art project with IN:SITE.”
		 Two Wisconsin companies
came forward with significant
discounts. Jonco Industries in
Milwaukee cut a huge stencil
that was taped down to mark the
design in the intersection. General
Finishes in East Troy provided all
the special Milk Paint.
		How do you paint an intersection in just one day? With many
volunteers. IN:SITE thanks inmates
from Felmers Chaney Correctional
Center, residents of Capuchin
Apartments, volunteers from
Alverno College, and youths from
Urban DeVersion for their help.
		All the people painting had the
loss of Malik Holt in their hearts.
Holt, a talented elementary
school teacher in his twenties,
was killed in a car accident at this
intersection in 2003.

SHERMAN PARK COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
COLLABORATION WITH IN:SITE CONTINUES
“Art on Fond du Lac” celebrates the third
time IN:SITE has collaborated with Sherman
Park Community Association. In 2008 IN:SITE
mounted two six-month temporary public art
projects. In 2011 SPCA helped organize having art on the boarded doors and windows of
eight houses in the Hadley Terrace neighborhood. This year IN:SITE has multiple art projects
happening in Sherman Park.
		 Most prominently art has come right to SPCA
at 3526 W. Fond du Lac Avenue. Lead artist
Robert Byrd has painted the exterior with colorful patterns.
		IN:SITE anticipates his “Life is Free” installa-

tion will advance Byrd’s career.
Byrd, 29, lives nearby and is the
seventh child of thirteen children,
raised by a single mother in poor
health. At times his house was “a
battleground for survival.” Although
he does not have a college education, Byrd seeks to know and understand everything and everyone.
“I have always been inspired from
within,” says Byrd.
		A new element inside the SPCA building is
an “Exchange Gallery.” Lead artists Erin Dorbin
and Byrd have opened a time exchange and

art gallery. Dorbin explains that a
time exchange is “a way to provide
resource sharing.” It is bartering expanded to the entire neighborhood.
People can post offers and requests
on a big area map. Dorbin asks,
“What talents do you have to share
with your neighbors? What skills do
you need to improve the neighborhood?”
Both Byrd and Dorbin have
created their own fashion lines. They are selling their clothing, along with the art of others,
inside the “Exchange Gallery.”

Neighborhood improvement
development corporation
FUNDS CHANGE
by Sam Leichtling, Program Director

The City of Milwaukee
Neighborhood Improvement
Development Corporation is
pleased to partner with IN:SITE,
Sherman Park Community
Association, and Johnsons Park
Neighborhood Association for “Art
on Fond du Lac.” This project is a
great example of how residents,
community organizations, and city
government can work together to
beautify one of the city’s major streets. Through the Healthy
Neighborhoods Initiative and the

Community Improvement Project
program, NIDC is able to provide
financial assistance to neighborhood groups and residents who
are working on implementing
creative strategies such as this one
to improve the physical appearance of their neighborhood and
increase neighborhood
engagement.
“Art on Fond du Lac” does a
tremendous job of leveraging
private funding and community
resources to make this pubic art

and community engagement
initiative a reality. If other
neighborhood groups would
like to learn more about
NIDC programs, or explore
implementing a Community
Improvement Project of their
own, they should visit http://city.
milwaukee.gov/NIDC. Projects
require at least a dollar for
dollar match for all grant funds
requested from NIDC, further
leveraging resources for city
neighborhoods.

VISIT
POP-UP
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IN:SITE encourages going
to 1300A W. Fond du Lac,
where Express Yourself
Milwaukee (EYM) installed a
pop-up gallery in the garden
at Running Rebels. EYM uses
art to transform the lives
of 800 urban youth every
year and has partnered
with Running Rebels since
2007, adding therapeutic
art programming to the
many services it offers young
people in Milwaukee.
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1:00 and 2:00 Fondy Farmers
Market, 2200 W. Fond du Lac
Avenue
Wild Space Dance Company
performances with youths from
North Division Boys & Girls Club
and the student dance company Swag Prep. See dance and
pick out fresh produce!
3:00-6:00 Johnsons Park
Neighborhood Association will
help IN:SITE host “Art in the Park”
at 1919 W. Fond du Lac Avenue
3:30 “Out To Lunch—the Fresh
Food Variety Show” celebrates
the urban garden movement by
Milwaukee Public Theatre
4:15 “A Midnight Cry: The
Underground Railroad to
Freedom” gives a sneak peak of
the First Stage play
5:00 A drumming and dance
program arranged by IN:SITE
lead artist George Jones
In addition, there will be
Milwaukee Public Theatre workshops, food stands from the
Wormfarm Institute, and tables
with demonstrations and information.
IN:SITE is an arts organization
fostering the creation of temporary public art that reflects
the unique qualities of a specific place.
Since 2006 it
has curated,
managed,
promoted, and maintained projects that highlight how art and
infrastructure needs can dovetail. http://insitemilwaukee.org

Greetings!
Since the 1850s, when Fond du Lac Avenue was a
plank road, it has been a major city artery. In order to
respond to its past and present, IN:SITE took a year to
plan the “Art on Fond du Lac” initiative, meeting with
neighborhood, business, and government representatives, as well as conducting a survey.
The art along twenty blocks of Fond du Lac, from
17th to 37th Street, will be in place from June of 2013
until April of 2014. The goal of the art and opening
events is to bring attention to this vital corridor.
Nine lead artists created “Art on Fond du Lac.”
For three, Robert Byrd, George Jones, and Laci
Coppins, they have roots in this neighborhood. For
Reginald Baylor, Paul Peck, and Chelsea Wait, it will
be their first public art projects. Annushka Peck and
Joseph R. Reeves bring their prior experience with
IN:SITE to activate challenging sites.

JOHNSONS PARK:
HOW the art STARTED
After IN:SITE mounted its first temporary public art project at 35th
Street and North in the spring of
2006, a pattern developed. People
would see the art and then invite
IN:SITE to come to their neighborhoods.
	In March of last year, Tony
Gibson, chairman of Johnsons Park
Neighborhood Association, approached IN:SITE to do a project in
the Johnsons Park area, including
in Johnsons Park itself. In 1842, the
park was part of Samuel Brown’s
farm, where escaped slave
Caroline Quarlls stayed, marking
the beginning of the Underground

TOUR FOND
DU LAC
These twenty blocks of Fond
du Lac hold a lot of rich history.
Sherman Park resident Geoff
Grohowski researched sixteen tour
Activities
for
KIDS!

SUNDAY, JUNE 30
at the Fondy
Farmers Market F R E S H
11am — 5pm P R O D U C E !
Food
Trucks

This newsletter has two functions:
1) 	It has information about the installations and
opening weekend events.
2)	If you open up the newsletter, there is a mapshowing the locations of all the art, with lead artist
statements, plus a list of sponsors and site hosts.
	It would take an entire page to thank all the people who participated in making “Art on Fond du Lac”
possible. However, these individuals deserve special
notes of appreciation:
—Mayor Tom Barrett for understanding placemaking
as an important component of city planning.
—Common Council President Willie Hines, and
Aldermen Nik Kovac, Michael Murphy, and Willie
Wade for their letters of support and sponsorship of the
resolution that allowed for the intersection painting.
—County Supervisors David Bowen, Michael Mayo,
and Russell Stamper for ensuring county participation.
— IN:SITE project planners
Pegi Christiansen, Amy Mangrich, and Ashley Janke

2200 W.
Fond
du Lac
Avenue

Art from four neighborhood areas across Milwaukee will showcase over
100 vendors and provide communication between artists, neighbors,
and communities. Find more information at
http://mkeneighborhoodartfair.com

Railroad in Wisconsin.
The farm harbored dislocated
slaves on their way to freedom,
and one hundred years later, dislocation became an issue again. In
the 1960s, the Milwaukee County
Expressway Commission purchased homes for a proposed Park
Freeway West. Although the homes
in the park were razed, Sherman
Park Community Association,
founded in 1970, took a leading
role in halting the freeway construction in 1977.
This summer Milwaukee County
Parks is constructing a new pavilion at Johnsons Park, a major step,

stops (see the map inside) and
found fascinating information and
archival photographs.
During the opening events on
June 29th and 30th, you can sign
up to take walking tours at the
IN:SITE table. The tours will cover
important spaces, buildings, and
people. To give just one example,
the founders of Columbia Savings
& Loan Association (tour stop 15
at 2000 W. Fond du Lac Avenue)
were in business for ten years before they made any money. Wilber
and Ardie Halyard wanted African
Americans to be able to own their
own homes. The couple participated equally in the business and
in the community.
	You can also go to IN:SITE and
Historic Milwaukee Inc.’s websites
to take self-guided tours. On the
Historic Milwaukee Inc. website,
you can access information about

in coordination with the Center
for Resilient Cities, to improve the
park.
	Lead artist Annushka Peck’s
installation at Johnsons Park,
“Looking to a Place Beyond,” references the Underground Railroad.
Peck notes, “When people move
and uproot their lives to relocate,
their motivation is borne on the
hope of finding, or being able to
build, a better circumstance. This
hope carried the slaves from the
South, guided by the constellation
Ursa Major and the code of quilts
laid out on fences.”
	IN:SITE invites people to
Johnsons Park during this summer
of rebuilding, especially for “Art
in the Park,” from 3-6 pm on June
29th. (See details with “Opening
Day Events.”)

special Fond du Lac tours taking
place during the summer and fall.

Van Ells Drug Store, built in 1903 at 2652
W. Fond du Lac Avenue, is one of the
street’s most significant buildings.
Credit: Historic Photo Collection/
Milwaukee Public Library

